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BEFORE LEAVING THIS WORLD... 

                                                   8-25-17 

 

Following some recent spiritual conversations and revelations,  I have taken the 

loving and arduous duty to continue writing,  lest many become embarrassed while 

standing before GOD on that most important moment when either  eternal 

happiness or eternal misery come to a soul's behest, the final chasm where all 

preaching and decisions cease.  

 

Stunned by a spiritual revelation whereby ardent Christians were barred from 

entering the GATE OF HEAVEN, I choose not to be silent over this spiritual 

revelation lest it becomes the eternal fate of many who can change today. The case 

was that so many so called born-again/fervent Christians were barred from entering 

the GATE OF HEAVEN. The main reason was their lack of love, unforgiving spirit 

and recluse to denominationalism.  

 

As I pondered on what to do as to help many persons avoid this eternal fate of 

regret, Divine Providence, made me to read these qualities of LOVE: 

1. LOVE IS INDISCRIMINATE.  Just like the light in a room, it does not choose 

whom to brighten the room, everyone in the room is served by it 

2. LOVE IS FREE. The light in the room does not force anyone to be served by it. 

Persons can choose to reject its service, and the light does not get frustrated. LOVE 

DOES NOT HAVE A PRICE-TAG. The sun, or tree does not bill me nor give me 

conditions for using it or for coming under its shade. 

Then, I meditated that we see these characters in our Heavenly Father Who allows 

rain and sunshine upon both the good and bad. And we are called the "light of the 

world" 

 

MOMENT OF DECISION... 
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Many of us live in the same house with some difficult persons or neighbors. Many 

of us work with some difficult coworkers. May we refrain from choosing persons to 

love and persons not to love. May we refrain from getting frustrated because 

someone did not reciprocate our love. If you greet someone and he/she does not 

reply to your greetings, do not nurture a heartburn over it. An Italian adage says the 

debt and humiliation is upon one who refuses to return a greeting, 

however, remember your love is free and has no price-tag. May we refrain from 

sharing helpful or humorous messages on our WhatsApp/email/Facebook/twitter 

only with persons we pick and choose from our contact list, including this current 

message.  

 

From all I can decipher in that recent revelation:  Please never leave this world with 

any debt of un-forgiveness in your heart.  Sincerely forgive and let everyone who 

comes around you benefit your goodness as much as you can. When are we 

departing? It could be any moment.  Only God knows when. 

Your Messenger  

 

Fr. Ignatius Mary. 

 

 


